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Posted: 4/28/2021 1:09:45 PMQuestion: 33812: Bid Item 0515-4-1 in the Roadway section calls out single line 
bullet rail (10" high). However, Sheet 38 seems to show a 42" high 
handrail. I did not see the type of handrail called out on the plans.

Can you verify the type of handrail to be used on the Temporary Traffic 
Control?

Status:Sheet 38 is correct. Please bid plans as shown.Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

5/21/2021 1:32:31 PM

Posted: 5/4/2021 11:03:10 AMQuestion: 33927: Reference Structure Plans for the temporary detour bridge, 
please provide the member inventory list and the location of the 
temporary bridge.  Also, will the  contractor have to load and unload 
the members at the yard? 

Status:Please see Spec 102-6.2.Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

5/20/2021 8:21:30 AM

Posted: 5/14/2021 1:42:39 PMQuestion: 34107: Sheet 7 specifies a geosynthetic with strength and creep 
requirements for an approved R3 material.  It also limits the material 
to be an extruded geogrid.  However, there are high strength 
geosynthetics approved as a R-3 that have the same strength and 
performance of a grid but with the added benefit of acting as a 
separator too.  Would a high strength woven geotextile approved as a 
R-3 that meets the strength and creep requirements be acceptable?

Status:Materials need to meet all requirements.Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

5/21/2021 1:38:56 PM

District Address:

District Phone:

District 2 Construction Office, located at 1109 South Marion Avenue, Lake 
City, FL 32025

(386) 961-7434



Posted: 5/14/2021 1:55:39 PMQuestion: 34110: No Temporary Traffic Control Plan is shown that will allow for 
the installation of the Acrow Bridge.  Please provide a Temporary 
Traffic Control Plan for this phase and update bid quantities 
accordingly.  Please add 50 calendar days to the allowable contract 
time to account for this work phase that is currently not included.

Status:Phase 1A describes the construction of the temporary bridge.Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

5/20/2021 7:40:16 AM

Posted: 5/14/2021 2:05:29 PMQuestion: 34119: Roadway Sheet 37, Note 3: do the words 'interstate and ramp' 
apply to the interstate and ramp only excluding Norwood?  Are single 
and double lane closures on Norwood allowed as needed?

Status:The lane closure restrictions apply to the interstate and ramps as 
stated in Note 3. There are no other lane closure restrictions for this 
project.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

5/20/2021 7:39:12 AM

Posted: 5/14/2021 3:50:13 PMQuestion: 34133: Please provide details of the type of asphalt &  thickness to be 
used on the temporary detour.  Provide the details for the base for 
temporary detour

Status:Please bid plans as shown. Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

5/21/2021 1:34:47 PM

Posted: 5/18/2021 9:42:43 AMQuestion: 34189: Sheet No. 38, Temporary Traffic Control Plan Phasing Details, 
will the department consider a CSI (cost savings initiative) proposal to 
eliminate the temporary ACROW bridge by reducing the lanes from 2 
in each direction to 1 lane each direction  ?  If this can be allowed the 
new structure can be built without the need for an ACROW bridge.  

Status:There shall be 2 travel lanes in each direction open during 
construction.

Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

5/21/2021 1:33:49 PM



Posted: 5/18/2021 10:06:15 AMQuestion: 34192: Question 34110, not sure where this question is coming from, 
sheet 38, temporary traffic control plan phasing details, Phase 1 
states when the temporary bridge is to be installed.  Sheet 40, depicts 
the temporary bridge installation and sheet SQ-1 states there is 70 
days for the phase 1 work which includes the installation of the 
temporary bridge.  

Status:Please see Phase 1.Answer:

Posted:

ANSWER PUBLISHED

5/20/2021 9:59:38 AM


